The Role of Renewable Energy in China’s Sustainable Energy Transition
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Abstract—To realize China’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution on Climate Change for post-2020 period, we should implement a plan for renewable energy development. How to choose a development order for different kinds of renewable energy, such as hydro power, solar power, and wind power? This paper simulates the electricity system with EnergyPLAN model. When we make an assumption that the demand of electricity in the year 2030 is 11800TWh per year, the required minimum capacity of total coal-fired capacity range from 1127GW to 1214GW. To lower the coal-fired capacity, more research should be done. Propose policy recommendations for renewable energy development. It shows that if more and more wind power is installed in RES-40 system, the analyzed results with the selected criteria will be better. It is a dynamic process to a more sustainable energy system. EEP will be an important problem when the share of RES reaches 50% or more in total electricity production.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy development is a major response to address the issues of climate change and energy security [1]. Both developed and developing countries have committed to reduce their emissions through the increased use of renewable energy [2]. China formally submitted its Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change for post-2020 period. In this climate activation, five objectives will be realized by 2030: (i) achieving the peaking of carbon emission at 2030 or earlier; (ii) increasing the share of non-fossil in primary energy consumption to account for at least 20%; (iii) lowering carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP by 60%-65% from 2005 level around 2030; (iv) increasing its forest stock volume to a total of around 4.5 billion cubic meters compared to 2005 levels; (v) putting forward measures to limit or reduce GHG emission [3]. In order to realize the target, newly installed renewable electricity capacity should be 800-1000 GW in the following 15 years. Total electricity capacity is 1329 GW of which coal electricity accounts for a majority at present [4].

Compared with the former results, institutions increased their predicted share of non-fossil energy consumption in primary energy consumption after the INDC was submitted. MIT forecast that the percentage of non-fossil in primary energy consumption will be 14.4% in 2030 [5], and enhanced the share to the data to 24.3% in its newest report [6]. In IEA’s “New Policies Scenario”, there will be 21.1% of non-fossil resources in primary energy demand in 2030 [7], an increase of 6% compared with its report in 2014 [8]. However, not all the institutions had a positive view on the development of renewable energy in China. Exxon Mobile did not have the data of 2030, the percentage of non-fossil resources increased from 15% to 23% between 2025 and 2040 [9].

Despite a large number of literatures about renewable energy system, there are limited studies to create a renewable energy system due to the difficulties to storage, instabilities of RES and other practical issues. Hence, there are many questions remaining unsolved. Which kind of renewable energy is more reliable? How can we choose a more sustainable renewable energy system? What are the barriers for a more sustainable renewable energy system?

This paper investigates the options of renewable energy development in energy transition for the 2030 energy and emission target in China. Nuclear power, hydropower, solar photovoltaics, wind power is considered in this paper.

II. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

A. EnergyPLAN

The EnergyPLAN model is a deterministic, descriptive, and analytically programmed energy economic modeling platform used to simulate energy system with high degrees of renewable energy in regional or national scale [10]. Compared with other energy system model, energy system is simulated hour by hour due to the instability of renewable electricity production. The main line of this model is how the
hourly electricity, heating and other demands are met. In this software, input data includes electricity, heating, cooling, and other demands, capacity of electricity and heating plants, capacity of renewable power and its distribution. To analyze the options of electricity, thermal power, and CHP power are treated as adjustment to meet the demand of electricity, so there is a minimum capacity of thermal and CHP power production to meet the gap between renewable electricity and electricity demand.

Both technical and economical optimization strategies are provided in the EnergyPLAN software to design an energy system. For technical optimization, the aim is minimizing fossil-fuel consumption without any cost inputs; for economical optimization is minimizing total operational expenses [10][11]. Detailed technical data, like start up/shut down costs are not included in the software. Though a competitive environment can be considered in the EnergyPLAN model[12], it cannot met the requirement of sustainability evaluation. So a strategy making analysis model should be applied based on the results calculated from EnergyPLAN.

B. Multi-criteria Analysis

Multi-criteria methods are widely used to analysis sustainable energy management such as energy strategies making and electricity mix evaluating [13]. The methodology is suitable for objective examination of complex issues that have high uncertainty, different perspectives, various data forms and diverse stake holder opinions [14]. We applied multi-criteria to evaluate the sustainability of different electricity generation mix.

Our evaluation covers four different criteria, total costs, excess electricity, and jobs creation which are on behalf of economic, environmental, technical and social impacts from RES respectively. The first three criteria can be calculated by EnergyPlan model and the rest are calculated with the method below.

1) Total generation costs

Total annual costs are sum of variable costs, fixed operation costs and annual investment costs accrued in the modelling year. We select the parameter presented in the EnergyPlan model of China, reference [15].

2) Total mix capacity

Minimum total mix capacity method was presented by [16] to identify the optimal renewable energy mix when the share of fossil electricity or nuclear are limited or there is a minimum share of renewable power in the electricity sector. In other words, total power mix capacity is also a criterion to measure an electricity system. In high RES, the installed capacity of fossil is used to ensure the stability of power supply due to the fluctuating nature of renewable sources. So the highest fossil power capacity required in a high RES scenario is the minimum capacity to meet the electricity demand. That is minimum total mix capacity seeks to identify the optimal combination of energy mix when a minimum production of RES is specified [17]. As it is expound in section 3.1, in technical strategy of EnergyPLAN model we can get the minimum fossil-fired capacity required to maintain the stable of power supply.

3) Excess electricity

The fluctuating characteristics of hydro, wind and solar PV power result in more electricity production than the actual demand as the increasing share of renewable energy electricity. The potential of pumped storage hydroelectricity as an electricity storage technology is of significant meaning except for its high investment costs. Minimization of excess energy is a crucial component of future systems based on RES [18], and the amount of electricity exceeding the existing demand is becoming a criteria to assess the high renewable electricity system. EnergyPLAN seeks to optimize the energy resources, giving priority to RES production and trying to reduce the utilization of storable energy whenever possible [17].

4) Job creation

In this section, we select job creation as a criteria stand for social sustainability due to it is one of the most worthy of attention in a transition to a more sustainable energy system. Job creation was calculated by different methods and for different regions. Employment factor method was used in a lot of literatures ([19] [20] [21]) to assess employment from power plants. The estimation of the job creation potential for the different scenarios is based on the method used by [22] (hydro, PV, wind and biomass) and [23](geothermal) . The total number of jobs is calculated as the sum of direct jobs related to maintain the capacity of power plants and indirect jobs related to the electricity production.

III. HIGH RES SCENARIO

A. RES Share in Electricity System

According to the former analysis, hydro power has its obvious advantages in both policy support and experiences. Hence, hydro power definitely plays an outstanding role in electricity production in mid-long term. In our assumption, almost all of the economically potential hydro power is developed by 2030 which is expected to reach 400GW at least and a maximum capacity of 650GW.

In this paper, we use the electricity demand and growth rate in high scenario forecasted by [24]. Based on the economic analysis of different areas in China, LEAP, sector analysis and product forecast were used to assess the demand of electricity generation in mid-long term. The electricity demand will reach to 11800TWh by 2030 in his forecast.

Geothermal, biomass, nuclear and natural gas capacity is assumed to 30GW, 73GW (generation 324TWh), 150GW and 200GW respectively.

There is not a specific plan about how much is the share of renewable electricity in China’s electricity mix, but the target is to achieve the 50%-60% maximum of coal-fired thermal and CHP power in total electricity supply by 2030. We model the high RES scenario with the method in Section 3 and with the renewable potential as a limit in Section 2.

B. 40% RES Electricity System

In this section, a 40% RES electricity system is chosen to assess the sustainability of different renewable energy mix for electricity production. Hydro capacity remains the same with scenarios in section 4.1, namely low hydro wit capacity
of 400GW and 500GW for mid hydro and 650GW for high hydro. In the three scenarios, there are nine sub-scenarios with solar PV capacity from 100GW to 800GW. Wind power capacities are changed to insure that the total electricity supply a share of 40% in electricity system.

IV. RESULTS

This section present the results of the analyses conducted on the three high RES scenarios. Section 5.1 shows the electricity for several combinations of wind and PV power. Section IV B presents the minimum coal fired thermal and CHP capacity related to every wind-PV combination. Section C shows the costs of total generation and the excess electricity of 40% renewable electricity in electricity production of the three scenarios. Section IV D compares the sustainability using the method presented in section III.B.

A. Annual RES Electricity Production Share

Fig1-3 show the share of RES with increase in both the PV and wind power capacity using the hourly PV and wind power production in the ref [15]. As we can see, there are different kinds of renewable energy mix to decrease the share of coal-fired thermal or CHP electricity production to a maximum of 50%-60%.

Due to different fluctuating characteristics, hydro power produces more electricity than wind power and wind power produce more than PV power for equal capacity. However, if RES renewable contained hydro power only, it was impossible to meet the maximum share of coal-fired electricity.

B. Can Higher RES Lower the Necessary Coal-fired Power Capacity?

Fig 4-6 show the necessary coal-fired power capacity with renewable energy mix scenarios. To ensure electricity supply and avoid electricity import, a minimum thermal capacity is required. Higher RES can lower the necessary coal-fired power capacity in the three High RES scenarios, but the impact is weak. In the selected scenarios, the necessary coal-fired power capacity ranges from 1114GW to 1241GW. Hydro power makes higher contributions than that from wind and PV power. The results do not change when the PV capacity increase in Higher RES-Low Hydro scenario. When the capacity of PV is lower than 200 GW (Higher RES-Mid Hydro scenario) and 300 GW (Higher RES-High Hydro scenario), it shows a decrease trend for the necessary coal-fired power capacity.

Figure 1. High RES-Low Hydro scenario: share of RES electricity production.

Figure 2. High RES-Mid Hydro scenario: share of RES electricity production.

Figure 3. High RES-High Hydro scenario: share of RES electricity production.

Figure 4. High RES-Low Hydro scenario: minimum necessary coal-fired electricity capacity.

Figure 5. High RES-Mid Hydro scenario: minimum necessary coal-fired electricity capacity.
Excess electricity production represents a serious problem for a system and must be avoided or the problem could face overcharging problems [16]. The higher RES share of electricity production, the higher EEP. It is noteworthy that the growth rate of EEP is increasing as more solar PV power is installed. In the highest RES scenarios, EEP is higher than 1000GW, nearly 10% of total electricity demand. On the other hand, combinations of wind and PV power can lower the excess electricity production effectively especially in a higher RES electricity system.

**C. Excess Electricity and Total Costs Analysis of A 40% RES**

Fig 10 shows the excess electricity trend as the capacity of PV power increase for a 40% RES in three hydro power scenarios. In the three scenarios, the higher PV capacity value, the lower the corresponding wind power production. In each scenario, there is a peak for excess electricity production and the peak will be at a lower PV power capacity as the hydro power capacity increases. The PV capacity of which the excess electricity will be valley at 300GW, 400GW and 500GW for the three scenarios. Higher hydro capacity scenario has lower excess power production for equal solar PV capacity.

Fig 11 shows the total cost for each scenario including variable costs, fixed operation cost and annual investment costs. The variable costs and fixed costs do not change in the same hydro power scenario. The annual investment increase as the more PV capacity is installed. Total costs decline steadily with the increasing hydro power capacity. In the high hydro power scenario, there is a least total cost at nearly 2900 billion RMB, 400 billion RMB less than the highest costs in low hydro scenario.

**D. Sustainability Analysis for A 40% RES in Electricity Production**

We analyze the sustainability of the 40% RES with four criteria: the total minimum necessary costs, the total minimum necessary capacity, the excess electricity and direct jobs. CO2, land use and water footprint are also very important criteria for sustainability analysis, but once the share of renewable electricity is fixed, there is almost not differences among the scenarios due to the resource mix. A method is used to make the criteria being dimensionless to analysis the sustainability in different scenarios as show in Fig 12-14. It is a quantitative method to evaluate the merits of each renewable energy mix.
V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we introduced a methodology including EnergyPLAN model and multi-criteria analysis to identify an optional renewable energy mix for the energy transition in China’s energy sector. To lower the share of coal-fired power production to a maximum of 50%-60%, a RES-40 system in which renewable energy source account for 40% of total primary energy supply is established to analysis the optional renewable energy mix. For this analysis, we conducted three scenarios and lots of sub-scenarios according to current energy policy. In all the scenarios, nuclear, geothermal, biomass, natural gas plants remain the

As shown in Fig 12-14, bigger value means better impacts for electricity system in each dimension. High hydro RES show the best results in the three scenarios in all dimensions. The 800GW PV power capacity can create more jobs than other scenarios but has highest total capacity, excess electricity and costs, so it is not sustainable. Due to the resource limit even highest hydro power capacity cannot meet the demand of 40%. It is the most affordable that more electricity from wind than from PV should be produced. Solar power could be a way to lower the excess electricity.
same as planned in industry reports. Hydro power by itself cannot meet the demand of RES-40 system. So installed hydro power capacity were added with three levels, creating High RES-Low hydro (400GW), High RES-Mid hydro (500GW) and High RES-high hydro (650GW) scenarios. Increasing amounts of wind and PV power were analyzed to identify combination of hydro, wind and PV resulting in a minimum of 40% RES electricity by 2030 in the three scenarios to make the system self-sufficient, i.e., independent from electricity imports, was also calculated. Based on the conducted scenarios, we analyzed the 40-RES system with three mail evaluation criteria (economic, energy security, and social) to assess the sustainability of the system.

The major findings in this study are as follows:

Even though we can achieve the target to lower the maximum share of coal-fired capacity to 50%-60% by numerous combination of hydro, wind and PV electricity capacity, it is hard to reduce the required minimum capacity of total thermal and CHP plants. When we make an assumption that the demand of electricity in the year 2030 is 11800TWh per year, the required minimum capacity of total coal-fired electricity range from 1127GW to 1214GW. To lower the coal-fired capacity, more research should be done.

In each High RES scenarios, several wind and PV combinations achieve the target, but hydro itself is impossible for this object. The High RES –High Hydro shows the best evaluation results in all the three scenarios meaning that hydro power will play the most important role by 2030. In High RES –High Hydro scenario, EEP differences is small that we draw a conclusion that the sub-scenario: the capacity of solar PV power is 100GW; wind, 551 GW and hydro power capacity of 650GW is the best optional renewable energy mix for China’s energy transition.

It is hard to realize the high hydro power scenarios with installed hydro power of 650GW. In High RES- Low Hydro and High RES- Mid Hydro scenarios, the capacity of PV at 300GW shows the best evaluation results.
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